
Risk II
The classic strategic battle game of tactics and wit breaks new ground on CD-ROM

ECTS 99 Sept 5: Leading entertainment software publisher, Hasbro Interactive is proud to announce 
the launch of Risk II, the classic strategic battle game, on CD-ROM. It brings the long time favourite 
and best-selling board game of Risk bang up to date. Risk II adds a whole new set of challenges that 
allow the game to be played at the 'Same-Time' by one or more players. It also features a 3D battle 
arena which presents each of the game’s 48 territories as an awesome and atmospheric theatre of war. 
Risk II is both compelling and visually stunning.

The all-new, user-friendly interface has been designed to make the game play at the player’s own pace
and, with the addition of the ‘globe-view’, players can now play ‘God’ on a truly global scale.

In addition, the revolutionary I-Com System allows players to talk to each other without concern for 
nationality or language. Risk II will have players coming back time and time again, long into the next 
millennium!

Risk II will make players believe they are in a multiplayer game, even when they are in solo play 
mode. This is achieved by creating computer players that have the attributes of human players that 
define their basic nature and preferences. They will remember and learn from game to game and their 
mood on the day may override or affect some of their attributes. This diverse array of computer 
players will be able to communicate with human players, allowing them to react realistically to 
proposals or messages that players send to them. 

Risk II will support up to 8 players. Games will always be played between 3-8 Empires and can be 
made up of any mix of human and computer players. Risk II your chance to defeat empires and 
conquer the world!

Priced: £29.99
Available from: 19th November 1999
Specifications required: Windows 95/98

For further information:
Please contact Jason Dutton, PR Director International, Hasbro Interactive: 0181-744 6477
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